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Program Outline
Purpose

To foster Samsung Electronics' future leaders in research & development position, candidates are enrolled 

in a master's program offered by the School of Electrical Engineering Computer Science (EECS) at Seoul 

National University (SNU). 

countries around the globe. Its total sales amounted to $133.8 billion in year 2010 and the company's 

brand value was ranked No. 17 in the world, according to Interbrand.com in 2011. We produce a wide variety 

of products,  such as cellular phones, LED TV and monitors, digital living appliances, digital cameras, computers & network

devices as well as components such as semiconductors and flat-panel LCD.

Seoul National University (SNU, www.useoul.edu) is the most prestigious university in Korea, ranked no. 1 in Korea 

no. 32 in Engineering & IT in the world according to QS World University Rankings 2011.  And the School of Electrical 

Electrical Engineering and Computer Science (EECS) has been top-ranked among Korean schools for many 

consecutive years.

Work Obligation

After completing the master’s degree, each GSP participant works as a full-time employee at Samsung Electronics 

Korea for 2 years. After working 2 years, each participan can choose to continue work for Samsung Electronics 

under mutual agreement

Scholarship Benefits
   Monthly living allowance : KRW 1,000,000 per month (approx. USD 1,000) 

   Two round-trip plane tickets (E-Class) between the candidate's home country 

   and Korea during master's course (provided once a year)

   Dormitory (double room)

   Medical Coverage (Note : dental treatment costs are not covered)

Korean language financial support

   Tuition (including registration fees)

   Internship at Samsung Electronics Korea during a vacation
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   Work experience at Samsung Electronics Korea upon graduation

Samsung Electronics is one of the world's best IT manufacturers and it currently operates in 72 different



Seoul National University and School of EECS

As the most competitive engineering educational institution in Korea, SNU School of Electrical Engineering and 

Computer Science (EECS) allows its students to be creative and prepares them to meet the challenges of future 

IT technology advances.

Graduate programs at School of Electrical Engineering can be categorized into the following 
six research areas:

   Computer and VLSI Systems

   Control, Instrumentation, and Automation

   Electric Energy Systems

   Electrophysics and Laser Technology

   Information, Telecommunications, and Radio Sciences

   Semiconductor Devices and Integrated Circuits

At present, 65 faculty members, and 764 graduate students (331 M.S. candidates and 433 PH.D. 

candidates) are engaged in research in the field of electrical engineering. Out of 65 faculty members, 

the numbers of full, associate, assistant and foreigner professors are 53, 5, 6 and 1, respectively. 

Graduate students perform original research then write a thesis. This is a key element in both the master's 

and doctoral courses. It is through this independent and original research that the graduate students make 

a successful transition from the role of a learner to that of a professional engineer.
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Application Eligibility & Selection
We are now looking for applicants:
. Motivated by challenging work

. Looking for new and exciting opportunities in their future careers

. Interested in starting their careers in a dynamic global setting

. Senior undergraduate students majoring in Electrical Engineering and wanting to pursue a master's degree

Applicants are selected through comprehensive evaluation, mostly based on the following criteria:
. Academic performance

. Cross-cultural adaptability

. Commitment to work for Samsung Electronics
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Life in South Korea
Do you like new cultural experiences? Or learning about traditions and heritage? How about fashion and

technology trends? Does having access to a variety of entertainments 24/7 excite you?

If the answer is yes, then Seoul is the place for you!

As the central nerve of the tremendous Korean economic growth of Korea, Seoul has been designated as one of

the most wanted place to visit in 2011. In fact, Seoul hosted the G20 Summit in November 2010 and has been 

selected as the World Design Capital 2010. And with its impressive state-of-the art infrastructures and all the 

conveniences of a global center, Seoul is a unique scenic cultural metropolitan hub of the world.

On top of that, with its central location, Korea is the gateway to China, India, and the rest of Asia, promising you 

even more dynamic opportunities for your weekends and vacation periods.

The breathtaking natural beauty of the green space and mountains that run through Seoul and Korea: rafting

in the spring, sun-tanning in the summer, hiking in the fall and skiing in the winter are just a small sample of

the opportunities offered by this country with 4 seasons.

Following the Korean fashion trends; discover one of the 25,000 malls opened 24-hours. Lose yourself in one

of the many neighborhoods uncovering ancient palaces and peaceful temples beside impressive high-rises.

Enjoy a variety of international cuisines that will leave you satisfied and spend your evenings enjoying

forms of cultural entertainment. With the most advanced technologies, you can keep up all the latest trends,

and relax in one of the safest cities in the world; Seoul. Everything you can imagine and more is waiting

for you in Seoul. Your lifestyle is sure to be exciting and your experience to be world-class.



Interviews with Previous Participants of GSP-SNU
What kind of profession are you pursuing at Samsung Electronics?

Currently, I am working in the Media Lab at the Network Division. We work on developing 
LTE products which are used for the next generation of Mobile Communications 
also called as 4G.

What made you to decide to join GSP?

An opportunity to do my Masters in a world class university sponsored by a global leader
like Samsung and also the invaluable chance to be a part of Samsung after graduation
was something I think I should not have missed.

How did you manage yourself at SNU to get the best results out of GSP?

I picked out my courses for graduation which were closely related to my Major and 
this also helped me in aligning myself better to the work in Samsung. After having lived 
in Korea for more than 4 years, I realize that learning Korean was one of most important 
decision I had made while at SNU. This opened a plethora of opportunities in my life 
in Korea which I would have missed otherwise. 

What is your biggest professional achievement from your days in SNU?

The biggest professional achievement I had at SNU was the opportunity to present my 
research paper at a prestigious IEEE International Conference in Taiwan. I learned a lot 
from my professor Mr. Sunghyun Choi and his research facilities were excellent. This in 
turn promoted quality research environment for anyone who was ready to do so.

How has participating in GSP contributed to your career vision?

SNU, Samsung and Korea helped me mold into a better individual, both professionally and 
personally. I had always wanted to do research on the latest technologies and to work at 
the HQ of Samsung Electronics, and GSP enabled me to sharpen my technical acumen. 
Since social network is important for professional success, Samsung has helped me get 
connected to people from various spheres of expertises. I was very lucky to have been a part of GSP.

What kind of profession are you pursuing at Samsung Electronics?

I am working in DMC R&D center, Software Engineering lab. Currently I am cooperating 
and supporting Software capability enhancement projects in Samsung Chinese R&D 
centers in Beijing, Nanjing, Tianjing and Guangzhou. Some of these are emerging 
R&D centers that need special support on deploying software development process 
and quality insurance practices.

What made you to decide to join GSP?

Longing for global exposure and truly integration into international environment, I chose 
to join GSP after my bachelor degree.

Could you briefly explain academical/social environment of SNU?

When we joined SNU, GSP students the option to choose their advisors in the first semester 
and usually warmly received. You can really get to do what you want to if you already have 
a goal in mind. The PHD candidates at my lab were very helpful to guide academical research. 
There are plenty of communities if you could get enough information and connections.

How did you manage yourself at SNU to get the best results out of GSP?

First, one should have a clear goal in mind - this applies generally, since "best" only works 
for a determined target.  Second, keep a positive and open-mind, embrace the environment.
Take the initiative and surprises will find you. 

What is your biggest personal achievement from your days in SNU?

Personally, I had some good days travelling around with SNU international student friends, 
not only Korea, but I also visited Europe and the U.S. I think this was some easy and good 
days invested on opening my eyes. 
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Kiran T. Nath 
Media Lab, Network 

Xiaolin Xi 
Software Engineering lab, 
DMC R&D Center 
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